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a b s t r a c t

Soils and landscapes evolve in tandem. Landscape position is a strong determinant of vertical soil de-
velopment, which has often been formalized in the catena concept. At the same time, soil properties are
strong determinants of geomorphic processes such as overland erosion, landsliding and creep. We
present a new soilscape evolution model; LORICA, to study these numerous interactions between soil
and landscape development. The model is based on the existing landscape evolution model LAPSUS and
the soil formation model MILESD. The model includes similar soil formation processes as MILESD, but the
main novelties include the consideration of more layers and the dynamic adaption of the number of
layers as a function of the soil profile's heterogeneity. New processes in the landscape evolution com-
ponent include a negative feedback of vegetation and armouring and particle size selectivity of the
erosion–deposition process. In order to quantify these different interactions, we present a full sensitivity
analysis of the input parameters. First results show that the model successfully simulates various soil–
landscape interactions, leading to outputs where the surface changes in the landscape clearly depend on
soil development, and soil changes depend on landscape location. Sensitivity analysis of the model
confirms that soil and landscape interact: variables controlling amount and position of fine clay have the
largest effect on erosion, and erosion variables control among others the amount of chemical weathering.
These results show the importance of particle size distribution, and especially processes controlling the
presence of finer clay particles that are easily eroded, both for the resulting landscape form as for the
resulting soil profiles. Further research will have to show whether this is specific to the boundary con-
ditions of this study or a general phenomenon.

& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Soils and landscapes are closely interrelated. Their genesis,
their present state, but also their future evolution are a result of
dynamic interactions. Vertical soil profile development and soil
spatial distribution are both controlled by fluxes of water, chemi-
cals, energy and sediment. All these fluxes are controlled by the
form of the landscape surface but also by subsurface hetero-
geneities, such as impermeable layers. In most landscapes, soil
erosion and sediment redistribution are the main processes that
continuously change this landscape surface and the depth and
properties of underlying soils. However, the soil properties
themselves control landscape development significantly as well.
Erosion rates can change over several orders of magnitude de-
pending on soil erosivity or rock type, or small textural changes
, Wageningen University, The
can induce differences in infiltration rates that in turn control
water fluxes. Recent research has clearly shown the effect of op-
posing aspects on weathering rates and critical zone architecture
(Anderson et al., 2014).

Because of the importance of these interactions, recent studies
have focused on linking soil and landscape processes and their
feedbacks through modelling, in so-called landscape–soilscape
models. Minasny et al. (in press) made a recent review of presently
available soil–landscape models. Early models were limited to si-
mulating the formation and redistribution of a thin layer of re-
golith (e.g. Minasny and McBratney, 1999), that was generated
through a simple soil production or bedrock weathering function.
More recently, more advanced models were introduced that are
also able to track soil and sediment properties over time. For ex-
ample, mARM3D by Cohen et al. (2010) is a model that simulates
soil evolution in a three-dimensional landscape and includes some
important soil formation processes, especially focusing on particle
size-grading and effects of surface armouring due to erosion.
Physical weathering rates have been shown to vary strongly with
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landscape position. For example, a model by Anderson et al. (2013)
of landscape evolution driven by frost processes produced striking
aspect differences in weathering depth and sediment generation.
Finke et al. (2013) used the pedon-scale model Soilgen2 at 108
sites in a 1329 ha forest site in order to extract statistical soil–
landscape relations. By running different model scenarios, they
were able to demonstrate the importance of bioturbation for
controlling soil formation and soil morphology at the landscape
scale. Finally, the model MILESD by Vanwalleghem et al. (2013)
proposes a full integration of all main soil forming processes with
a landscape evolution model. This model includes processes ran-
ging from physical and chemical weathering, clay translocation to
bioturbation. MILESD was used successfully to simulate the evo-
lution of important soil properties such as texture, bulk density or
stoniness on soil catenas in Australia over time and under different
erosion scenarios. Additionally, this model also keeps track of the
exported sediment properties, opening important links to the
geomorphology community to assess the effects of changing cli-
mate or soil conditions on the sediment record. This model was
one of the first to highlight the potential of linking soil and
landscape processes for explaining complex feedbacks, although in
its present form it holds some limitations. The landscape evolution
model used in MILESD is a simplified cellular automata approach,
including diffusive and concentrated water erosion processes, se-
diment deposition and selectivity. In order to fully exploit the
potential of soil–landscape coupling, MILESD would benefit from
coupling with a more complex landscape evolution model, one
that also includes other processes such as mass wasting or an
explicit representation of flow routing and sediment transport
capacity. In addition, for computational reasons, MILESD is made
up out of 4 layers (bedrock plus three soil layers), which is logical
from a soil’s perspective with a typical A–B–C profile, but has some
drawbacks for universal application and for validation against
numerical field data.

Therefore, in this study we propose a new, upgraded model
called LORICA, that links the soil formation module of MILESD
with aspects of landscape evolution model LAPSUS (Schoorl et al.,
2014; Schoorl and Veldkamp, 2001). The objective of this paper is
first to present this new model, second to evaluate model beha-
viour on a hypothetical landscape and third to exhaustively test
model sensitivity to input parameter variation by means of a
global sensitivity analysis.
2. Model

The geomorphic evolution in LORICA is similar to the geo-
morphic evolution in LAPSUS and many other landscape evolution
models in the sense that multiple geomorphic processes interact
through the changes they make to the landscape (Temme et al.,
2011; Temme and Veldkamp, 2009). However, it differs in some of
the core erosion process descriptions as will be detailed below, to
take full advantage of the fact that grain size information can be
incorporated in the erosion and deposition process. Vertical profile
evolution in LORICA is similar to profile evolution in MILESD
(Vanwalleghem et al., 2013), particularly where the choice of
pedomorphic processes and process descriptions is concerned.
Here, the main difference lies in the number of subsurface layers
that is simulated. In MILESD, the number of layers is fixed at four;
three soil layers and a bedrock layer (Vanwalleghem et al., 2013).
In LORICA, it is an order of magnitude larger and excludes the
bedrock. Also new in LORICA is the introduction of dynamic
layering as soil heterogeneity appears or disappears as a function
of soil and landscape dynamics. Therefore, in LORICA, soil horizons
are emergent properties that typically span multiple simulated
layers whereas in MILESD the simulated layers are soil horizons.
The model has annual temporal resolution, to allow simulations
over the millennial temporal extents over which soilscapes evolve
(Förster and Wunderlich, 2009; Sommer et al., 2008).

2.1. Soilscape architecture

The soilscape in LORICA is discretized into a regular grid of
square cells that each have an altitude value. This altitude value
represents the surface topography. In each cell, a user-specified
number of soil-layers is defined with variable and dynamic
thickness. In this study, 22 layers were selected. Layers are as-
sumed to be internally homogenous, and bedrock, which starts
under the lowest soil layer, is also assumed homogenous.

In each layer, the mass of material in each of five grain size
classes and two organic matter classes is recorded. Like in MILESD,
the texture classes are coarse material (2.10�3–10.10�3 m),
sand (50.10�6–2.10�3 m), silt (2.10�3–50.10�6 m), clay
(1.10�7–2.10�6 m) and fine clay (o1.10�7 m). Class limits are de-
rived from the USDA classification (Soil Survey Staff, 1999) with
the exception of the coarse class and the fine clay class. The coarse
class was added to reflect the transition from bedrock to soil in the
form of saprolite – broken rock (Vanwalleghem et al., 2013). The
underlying assumption is that soil forming processes start only
after bedrock is broken up into loose coarse particles. The fine clay
class was added because of its importance in clay translocation
processes (Barshad, 1959). Organic matter is divided into quickly
decomposing organic matter and slowly decomposing organic
matter, to reflect the basic dynamics of soil organic matter in de-
veloping soils (Braakhekke et al., 2011).

Layer bulk density is calculated with pedotransfer functions
based on the mass fractions of the various grain size classes and
the organic matter in each layer. This implies that strain effects, or
the volume expansion of bedrock during the weathering process,
are taken into account implicitly through the effect on multiple
soil forming processes on the grain size distribution. A large
number of pedotransfer functions to calculate bulkdensity is
available for various settings (McBratney et al., 2002; Pachepsky
et al., 2006), although a globally valid function remains elusive. For
this study, where organic matter contents remained low, a pedo-
transfer function from Tranter et al. (2007) was selected
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where ρf is bulk density of the fine earth fraction [kg m�3],
sand_frac and silt_frac are the mass fractions of sand and silt in the
fine earth fraction [kg kg�1]. Note that in this pedotransfer func-
tion, compaction effects are assumed neglible and that therefore
depth below the soil surface or overlying soil mass are not factors
in Eq. (1). Correction for the coarse fraction was performed with
Vincent and Chadwick’s (1994) formula
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where ρs is overall soil bulk density [kg m�3] and rρ is the bulk
density of the coarse fraction, which was set at 2700 kg m�3 for
the present study. Total soil is the total soil mass [kg], equal to the
sum of fine earth and coarse mass (fine earth, coarse).

Layer thickness is calculated from the bulk density and the total
mass of material in a layer and is allowed to vary between time-
steps due to geomorphic or pedological development, until a user-
specified minimum or maximum thickness is reached. For the top
layer, no minimum thickness is defined and for the bottom layer,
no maximum thickness is defined. If a layer becomes thinner than
the user-specified minimum, it is combined with either the



Fig. 1. Illustration of variable and dynamic layering rules of the subsurface in LORICA.
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overlying or the underlying layer – whichever is most similar to it
in terms of its soil properties. If a layer grows thicker than the
user-specified maximum, it is split into two equally thick layers
with the same properties. If the total number of layers grows
larger than a user-specified maximum, then a search algorithm
merges the two layers that are most similar to each other, without
violating maximum thickness rules (Fig. 1).

The architecture with variable and dynamic thickness of layers
is perceived to be widely applicable and somewhat more practical
than alternatives where the number of soil layers equals the
number of timesteps in the model (Salvador-Blanes et al., 2007), or
where the number of layers is fixed (Vanwalleghem et al., 2013).
This is because LORICA's layers essentially keep track of the same
material on its way from bedrock to the surface in eroding situa-
tions, or on its way from surface to deeper layers in depositing
situations and hence minimizes the loss of information associated
with having layers that are internally homogenous. The layering
architecture adapts to have thinner layers in zones where vertical
variation is largest, and allows for instance a detailed recording of
variation in palaeosols buried under a thick layer of un-
differentiated sediment. Conversely, in areas with homogeneous
material, the number of layers is low, which benefits computa-
tional efficiency.

For this study, 22 initial subsurface layers were defined, which
were initially 5 cm thick between 0 and 50 cm from the surface,
25 cm think between 50 and 250 cm from the surface and 100 cm
thick from 250 cm down to 550 cm from the surface. The lowest
layer covered the rest of the soil parent material to the bedrock
interface. The maximum number of layers was set at 30.
2.2. Hydrology

LORICA only deals with water in the landscape explicitly where
overland water flow is concerned. A standard kinematic wave
approach is used. In this simplification of the St-Venant equations,
waterflow is driven only by gravitational forces, not by pressure
gradients, inertia or acceleration or deceleration. This simplifica-
tion appears acceptable at watershed scale where acceleration or
deceleration are small and where local slopes are larger than the
change in water depth downstream (Tucker and Hancock, 2010).
Note that for this reason, in the kinematic wave approach it is
impossible to simulate some aspects of fluvial depositionary en-
vironments such as true floodplains or levee breaches. Fluvially-
oriented models such as CAESAR (Coulthard and Van de Wiel,
2006; Van de Wiel et al., 2007) are more suited for such en-
vironments. Depressions, even in an eroding landscape, need to be
dealt with outside of the kinematic wave approach. LORICA is
equipped to do this due to its similarity with LAPSUS where a
depression algorithm has been implemented (Temme et al., 2006).

The amount of water available for overland flow at each yearly
time step is calculated as

Q Q Rainfall Evap Infil . cellsize 3in
2= + ( − − ) ( )

Where Q is overland flow [m3], Qin is overland flow contributed
from upslope cells [m3], Rainfall is annual rainfall [m], Evap is
annual evaporation [m], and Infil is annual infiltration [m]. The
routing of overland flow Q over cells in the soilscape is calculated
with multiple flow (Freeman, 1991; Holmgren, 1994):
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where fi is the fraction of flow from a cell into its downslope
neighbour i, Δ is slope gradient and p is an exponent which de-
termines to which extent flow is divergent. For p¼1, all water is
routed to the steepest downslope neighbour. For p¼0, water is
divided equally over all (maximum 8) downslope neighbours.
Multiple flow algorithms have the advantage that they can simu-
late divergent flow on convex landforms, but have computational
disadvantages – particularly the fact that so far they do not benefit
from the inherent stability of implicit mathematical solutions
(Goren et al., 2014). The main impact of this lacking inherent
stability is that multiple flow models such as LORICA must run at
smaller temporal resolution, or larger spatial resolution. To solve
Eq. (4), all cells in the DEM are sorted before every timestep and
calculations start at the top cell.

Subsurface flow in LORICA is not modelled explicitly. This
means that the pedomorphic processes cannot benefit from si-
mulations of the liquid phase (such as in SoilGen2, Finke and
Hutson (2008)). In other words, LORICA assumes that soils are
freely drained, and that the ground water table and reduction play
no role in weathering, bioturbation and clay translocation
processes.

2.3. Vegetation

In the currently presented version of LORICA, vegetation only
affects the erosion process through its protection of the surface.
Simulation of effects on organic matter dynamics and on bio-
turbation has also been implemented but was not included in the
current study to reduce the number of variables to be included in
sensitivity analysis.

2.4. Geomorphic processes

LORICA simulates erosion and deposition due to water erosion,
Fig. 2. Processes and state variables
creep, tillage and landsliding. In addition, it simulates bedrock
weathering into the coarse grain size class and simplified tectonics
(tilting and uplift). In the present study, only advection, i.e. erosion
and deposition as a result of overland flow, is presented and si-
mulated (Fig. 2).

Advection is usually simulated either as a detachment-limited
process, where material that is detached from the surface, is ero-
ded by definition (hence, no redeposition), or as a transport-lim-
ited process, where erosion and deposition are only a function of
transport capacity for sediment (hence, instantaneous erosion or
deposition upon changes in transport capacity). In the detach-
ment-limited approach, there is no limit to the amount of sedi-
ment in transport (i.e. there is no transport limitation). In the
transport-limited approach, there is no limit to the speed of up-
take of sediment once erosion is required, or on the speed of de-
position once deposition is required (i.e. there is no detachment or
re-attachment limitation). In the context of generic soilscape
evolution, both these end-member models are unrealistic. Spatial
differences in topsoils will affect erodibility and hence detachment
rates, differences in the grain size of material in transport will
affect redeposition rates, and footslopes and valleys must be able
to experience deposition.

Therefore, in LORICA we have taken an approach where the
sediment transport capacity is compared to the total amount of
sediment in transport at every transition between cells. To do this,
a mass balance is calculated for sediment in the streamflow. Ero-
sion can happen if more sediment can be transported than is in
transport, and deposition can happen if more sediment is in
transport than can be transported. In this respect, this method is
equivalent to the water erosion and deposition algorithm in LAP-
SUS (Schoorl et al., 2002), and is a ξ–qmodel sensu Davy and Lague
(2009): a model that is both detachment and transport limited.

Different from LAPSUS, in LORICA, the transport limitation is
provided by the commonly used stream power equation:

K qTC 5m nΔ= ( )

where TC is the transport capacity for sediment [kg y�1], K is a
of LORICA in the present study.
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constant relating stream power to amount of sediment (Tucker
and Hancock, 2010), q is the amount of flow per unit cell width
[m3 m�1], and Δ is slope gradient [–]. Constants m and n are
empirically determined, and typically have values between 1 and
2. Transport capacity TC is compared to the amount of sediment in
transport S [kg y�1]:

S S
6i

i
0

6

∑=
( )=

where Si is the sediment in transport in each of the five texture
classes and the two organic matter classes. Erosion can occur
when transport capacity exceeds the amount of sediment in
transport by more than a user-defined threshold TCmin [kg] (cf.
Shields, 1936). If that is the case, it is further limited by surface
armouring by the largest size class (Parker and Klingeman, 1982)
and vegetation protection:

E TC S e e 7pot
c1 coarse frac c2 plant frac= ( − ) _ _ ( )− −

where Epot [kg y�1] is potential erosion, coarse_frac [–] is the mass
fraction of the coarse grain size class in the top layer, plant_frac [–]
is the fraction of the surface covered by vegetation (Collins et al.,
2004), and C1 and C2 are parameters expressing the extent of
protection against erosion by respectively rocks or vegetation. No
erosion occurs in locations where the top soil layer is completely
composed of the coarse size fraction, or completely protected by
plants.

In order to handle grain size selectivity effects during erosion–
deposition, LORICA uses a simplified approach, similar to MILESD,
as water flow is not resolved at a sufficiently small temporal re-
solution to do this in more detail. Further detailing the ξ–q model
(Davy and Lague, 2009), selective transport is used to determine
how Epot is composed of the five grain size classes:
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where sizei is the size of grain size class i and b1 is a variable with
value 40. A larger fraction of potential erosion is taken from grain
size class i when its size is smaller, and when b1 is small. The value
of b1 is calculated as:

b e1 0.5 9selcst TC= ( )

For selectivity constant (selcst)¼1, b1 approaches a value of
0.5 for very small transport capacities, but increases with in-
creasing transport capacities. This reflects the fact that larger
transport capacities (i.e. stronger flows) are less selective. Larger
values of selcst cause increased size selectivity, smaller values
cause decreased size selectivity. This formulation is functionally
equivalent to the Hjulström curve (Hjulström, 1935) which relates
the minimum flow velocity before deposition or erosion occurs to
grain size. A difference with the Hjulström curve is that in LORICA
it is not harder to erode cohesive sediments such as clays. This
choice was made because for the moment we assume that in
LORICA sediments will be always mixed and hence that the co-
hesive potential of clay particles is not realized. For size selectivity,
both organic matter fractions are assumed to behave as fine clay.

Ultimately, Epot, i [kg y�1] is eroded from the mass of grain size
class i present in the top soil layer and added to Si. The erosion
formulation can result in SoTC, or undersaturated flow, if the
mass in any grain size class i is less than Epot, i, or if surface pro-
tection by the coarse fraction or by vegetation is substantial. Both
of these causes constitute detachment limitation.

Deposition can occur when overall transport capacity TC is less
than sediment in transport S. In this case, transport capacity TCi

[kg y�1] for each grain size class is also calculated using a
selectivity fraction
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where sizei is the mean particle size for grain size class i. This re-
sults in smaller transport capacities for larger grain sizes, which
reflects the fact that sediment travel distances are smaller for
heavier particles. Also this formulation is functionally equivalent
to the Hjulström curve (Hjulström, 1935). Larger grain sizes are
deposited already at larger flow velocities. Organic matter is
assumed to have the same TCi value as fine clay. Deposition in
the top soil layer results if there is more sediment or organic
matter in transport (Si) than can be transported (TCi)

M S TC 11i i i,0Δ = − ( )

where ΔMi,0 is the change in the mass of grain size class i in the
top layer (layer 0) [kg]. Deposition in the five grain size classes will
cause the top soil layer to change its mass, its bulk density and in
some cases to exceed the maximum thickness. In the latter case,
the layer will be split as described above. Note that after deposi-
tion has occurred, the overall sediment in transport S can still
remain larger than TC. Such oversaturated flow is more likely to
occur when finer size classes dominate the sediment in transport.
Numerically, incomplete deposition helps avoid, rather than pro-
mote model instability that could results from instantaneous de-
position of the complete amount of sediment S–C (Schoorl et al.,
2014).

2.5. Soil forming processes

LORICA’s processes of soil formation for the present study in-
clude physical weathering, chemical weathering, fine clay forma-
tion and translocation, bioturbation and organic matter dynamics.

Physical weathering is seen as the second step in the weath-
ering process: the first, weathering of bedrock into the coarse size
class is seen as a geomorphic process and was not simulated in the
present study. Physical weathering in LORICA reduces the mass
present in the coarse, sand and silt fractions in every layer, de-
pending on the grain size class' mass, the layer's depth below the
surface and the grain size

M M C e
C

3
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log size 12
pw i l i l

C
, ,

4 depth

i
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where ΔMpw i,l [kg] is the change in mass of grain size class i in
layer l due to physical weathering. LORICA and its predecessor
MILESD are asymmetrical models where the material fragmented
by physical weathering is redistributed over two smaller size
fractions of different size. Such models fit the rare available ex-
perimental data (of the salt-weathering fragmentation of chlorite
schist, Wells et al., 2008). In our case, the proportion of each of the
daughter size classes is calculated as proportional to the size of
each class. Thus, one mass unit of coarse fragments breaks up into
0.975 units of sand and 0.025 units of silt. One mass unit of sand
breaks up into 0.96 units of silt and 0.04 units of clay. Since field
evidence suggests that fine clay is not formed through physical
weathering (Chittleborough et al., 1984; Smeck et al., 1981), one
mass unit of silt breaks up into a mass unit of (coarse) clay only.

Chemical weathering is a complex set of processes that features
mineral-specific dissolution, oxidation or reduction. It depends of
climatic and other site characteristics such as water availability
(Maher, 2010). Reaction rates vary with depth due to gradients in
temperature, pH and solutes in soil water, whereas transport rates
with water to other soil layers depend on hydraulic conductivity
and hence on soil texture, porosity and water content. LORICA is
unable to resolve this inherent complexity, among others due to



Table 1
List of parameters for LORICA.

Symbol Parameter Unit Equation Proposed valid
range

Reference value Acronym for sensitivity
analysis

Geomorphic parameters
Water erosion and deposition

p Multiple flow factor [dimensionless] 4 1–4 2 erop
m Exponent of overland flow [dimensionless] 5 1–2 1.5 erom
n Exponent of slope [dimensionless] 5 1–2 1.5 eron
K Advection erodibility [dimensionless] 5 0.0003–0.3 0.03 erok
TCmin Erosion threshold [kg] – 0–0.3 0.03 erocrit
C1 Rock protection constant [dimensionless] 7 0–2 1 eroc1
C2 Bio protection constant [dimensionless] 7 0–2 1 eroc2
Selcst Selectivity constant [kg�1] 9 0–2 1 erocsel
Soil formation parameters

Physical weathering
C3 Weathering rate constant [y�1] 12 0–10�3 4.10�6 pwc3
C4 Depth decay constant [m�1] 12 �0.25 to 1 �0.5 pwc4
C5 Particle size constant [m] 12 4–6 5 pwc5

Chemical weathering
C6 Weathering rate constant [kg/m2 mineral surface area/

y]
13 0–10�3 4.10�6 cwc6

C7 Depth decay constant [m�1] 13 �0.25 to 1 �0.5 cwc7
C8 Specific area coefficient [dimensionless] 13 0.5–2 1 cwc8

Clay translocation
Cnf Fine clay neoformation fraction [dimensionless] 15 0–1 0.5 claycnf
C9 Depth constant 1 [m�1] 15 0–4 1 clayc9
C10 Depth constant 2 [m�1] 15 4–20 20 clayc10
Ctr Maximum eluviation [kg] 16,17 0.007 clayctr
C11 Saturation constant [dimensionless] 16,17 2 clayc11

Bioturbation
Biopot Potential bioturbation [kg/m2/y] 18 0–20 6 biopot
C12 Depth decay rate [m�1] 18 0–5 2.5 bioc12

Carbon cycle
ΔMSOMpot Potential organic matter input [kg/m2/y] 21 0–20 1.5 carbpot
C13 Depth limitation constant [m�1] 21 0–20 8 carbc13
fhum Humification fraction [dimensionless] – 0–1 0.8 carbfhum
C14 Decomposition rate quickly decomposable

SOM
[y�1] 22 0–0.1 0.01 carbf14

C15 Decomposition rate quickly decomposable
SOM

[m�1] 22 0–20 8 carbf15

C16 Decomposition rate slowly decomposable
SOM

[y�1] 23 0–0.1 0.005 carbf16

C17 Decomposition rate slowly decomposable
SOM

[m�1] 23 0–20 8 carbf17
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the fact that it does not simulate the soil’s liquid phase. Instead, it
operates under the realization that water is likely most reactive
and soils are most permeable at the top of the soil reactor (An-
derson et al., 2007). Hence, as in MILESD, a simple formulation is
used that relates chemical weathering rate linearly to specific
surface area (surf_area) and exponentially to depth below the
surface:

M C M C e6 surf area 8 13cw i l i l i
C

, ,
7 depthlΔ = − _ ( )

The exponential decline with depth reflects the fact that soil
moisture variations that drive both dissolution and transport are
larger close to the surface than deeper in the soil and fit an ex-
ponential function (Amenu et al., 2005). The determination of
specific surface areas of minerals is not simple (Salvador-Blanes
et al., 2007), and therefore the specific surface area in LORICA was
lumped per grain size class and used as model input (Table 1).
Hence, changes in the surface area of soil constituents as weath-
ering progresses are not considered. The specific surface area of
the coarse grain size class is so small that chemical weathering of
the coarse fraction is not considered.

Next to the loss of mass from the various grain size classes that
chemical weathering causes, LORICA considers two side-effects:
the reduction in size of weathered particles and the neoformation
of fine clay. To calculate the effect of smaller particles falling into
smaller grain size classes, particles are approximated by spheres.
The fraction f of the weathered mass from each grain size class i
that falls into the next smaller grain size class iþ1 is calculated as:

f
r

r r 14
i

i i

1
3

3
1

3
=

− ( )
+

+

where r, the radius of the spherical grain, is taken to be the grain
size of grain size class i. Since grain sizes are model inputs, f is
constant per grain size class. For sand, f¼1.56�10�5, for silt it is
6.40�10�5 and for clay it is 1.25�10�4. More background on
how these are calculated can be found in the MILESD model de-
scription (Vanwalleghem et al., 2013).

Clay neoformation is the formation of new clay minerals from
the dissolved weathering products. In field settings, neoformation
of clays is difficult to distinguish from translocation of clays, yet
empirical evidence suggests that it is highest at some depth below
the surface (Barshad, 1959). Therefore, clay neoformation is
modelled in LORICA as in MILESD as a double exponential function
of depth below the surface:

M c e e M
15

nf l nf
l i

cw i lfine clay,
c9 depth c10 depth

0

max

1

3

,( ) ∑ ∑Δ = − (Δ )
( )

− −

= =

where Cnf [–] is the fine clay neoformation constant and the mass
involved in chemical weathering from the sand, silt and (coarse)
clay size classes is summed over all soil layers to obtain the mass



Fig. 3. Input landscape. Suggestion: one-column wide.
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of dissolved weathering products available for neoformation. This
formulation cannot at the moment resolve the change in neo-
formation of fine clay as mineral composition of the weathering
soil constituents changes – which was observed in a chronose-
quence of soils in California (Maher et al., 2009).

Clay translocation in LORICA and MILESD is based on simula-
tions by Legros (1982) in which a fixed quantity of clay is eluviated
and illuviated at each time step. However, the fixed quantity ctr
[kg] is reached only for a soil layer that purely contains fine clay:

M c e1 16tr l trfine clay ,
c11 fine clay frac( )Δ = − − _

( )−

M c e1 17tr l trfine clay, 1
c11 fine clay frac( )Δ = − _

( )+
−

Bioturbation in LORICA uses an approach similar to that of Yoo
et al. (2011), where soil mixing is calculated between individual
soil layers. In LORICA, as in MILESD, this is formulated as propor-
tional to biological activity in the receiving layer, and inversely
proportional to the distance between layers.

First, the total mass of soil material in a cell that is bioturbated,
Bio [kg], is calculated

eBio Bio 1 cellsize 18c
pot

12 soil thickness 2( )= − ( )−

where Biopot is the potential bioturbation rate [kg m�2] for soils
without depth limitation, cellsize is the grid cell size [m] and c12
[m�1] is a parameter determining how quickly bioturbation de-
creases with soil thickness. This exponential decline with depth is
supported by experimental data of earth-worm activity (Canti,
2003). Then, the total bioturbated mass is calculated per layer.
Integrating over (18) between the top and bottom of a layer gives
an index for bioturbation [–]

c
e eIndex

1
12 19

c c
bio,l

12 bottom 12 topl l( )= − ( )
− −

This index is then divided by the similarly calculated index for
the entire soil thickness, Biosoil, and multiplied with the total mass
of bioturbated material Bio, to calculate the mass of bioturbated
material received in and moved from layer l, ΔMbio, l [kg]

M Bio
Index

Index 20
bio l,

bio, l

bio, soil
Δ =

( )

Exchange of fractions of ΔMbio,l with other soil layers is pro-
portional to the distance to the other layer in the soil profile and to
the mass of the other layer. This has the effect that less bioturbated
material is exchanged with thinner layers, and with layers that are
further removed. It is assumed that bioturbation results only in the
exchange of sand, silt, clay and organic matter between layers,
which means that the coarse fraction is unaffected. This can result
in stone lines at depth in the soil.

Organic matter dynamics are simulated similar as in earlier
models (Minasny et al., 2008; Vanwalleghem et al., 2013; Yoo
et al., 2006), where the balance of organic matter in the quickly
decomposing and slowly decomposing fractions is equal to pro-
duction and mixing inputs, minus losses due to decomposition and
erosion. Mixing and erosion are simulated in the bioturbation and
advection modules of the model respectively. Production in LOR-
ICA is determined by a base rate of production, and varies with
depth below the surface (Baisden et al., 2002; Ewing et al., 2006;
Yoo et al., 2006). The rate of production ΔMSOM [kg] is calculated
as:

M M e1 cellsize 21SOM SOMpot
c13 soil thickness 2( )∆ ∆ − ( )−

Where ΔMSOMpot [kg m�2] is the potential input of soil organic
matter, and c12 is a variable determining the decrease of
input with soil thickness [m�1]. Similarly to the calculation of
bioturbation, the distribution of ΔMSOMpot over the layers in the
soil profile is calculated by integration of (21) between top and
bottom of a layer, relative to integration over the entire profile
thickness. Finally, as in MILESD, the division of input in a layer
between quickly and slowly decomposing soil organic matter per
layer is calculated with a humification fraction (fhum).

Decomposition is calculated as a function of depth below the
soil surface, and is different for the quickly and slowly decom-
posing organic matter pools:

M c M e14 22SOMyoung l SOMyoung l, ,
c15 depthlΔ = − ( )−

M c M e16 23SOMold l SOMold l, ,
c17 depthlΔ = − ( )−

The full list of model parameters is provided in Table 1. In this
table, the last column indicates the acronym that was used in the
sensitivity analysis discussion. This acronym indicates both the
functional process (“ero”, water erosion and deposition; “pwc”,
physical weathering constants, “cwc”, chemical weathering con-
stants; “clay”, clay translocation; “bio”, bioturbation; “carb”, car-
bon cycle) and the individual parameter itself.
3. Experiments

To avoid idiosyncrasy, exploratory model runs and sensitivity
analysis were performed on an hypothetical landscape of 101 by
51 cells of 20 m cellsize (2.06 km2, Fig. 3). The landscape is sym-
metrical, with a slope along the axis of symmetry of 0.75% and
slopes to both sides of the symmetry axis steepening from flat to
5 percent steep at the edges of the grid.

Soil parent material in this landscape was set to a thickness of
80 m, which for the purposes of this study is infinite (Table 2). Soil
parent material was set as an equal mix of the coarse, sand, silt
and clay grain size classes, with fine clay and organic matter ab-
sent at the start of runs. The specific surface areas for the five
texture classes were set at 10 m2/kg, 100 m2/kg, 1000 m2/kg,
50,000 m2/kg and 100,000 m2/kg, for the coarse, sand, silt, clay
and fine clay classes. Annual rainfall, infiltration and evaporation
were set at 0.7, 0.15 and 0.35 m respectively for all cells, to loosely
reflect a Mediterranean climate setting. Vegetation was considered
absent.

The model was run for 5000 years of combined soil-landscape
development with the parameter values and inputs from
Tables 1 and 2. The model runtime under these conditions on a
standard desktop computer is ca. 0.5 h. Outputs were recorded
and are presented below to evaluate model performance. Then
parameter values were varied and the model was run repeatedly



Table 2
List of inputs to LORICA.

Input Unit Required Type Value

Digital Elevation Model m yes Spatial Fig. 3
Soildepth m yes Scalar/spatial 80 m
Fraction of five grain size classes Mass fraction yes Scalar/spatial 0.25–00.25–00.25–0.25–0
Upper limit of particle size for five texture classes m yes See text
Specific surface area for grain size classes m2/kg only for chemical weathering See text
Annual rainfall m yes All possible 0.7 m
Annual infiltration m yes All possible 0.15 m
Annual evaporation m yes All possible 0.35 m
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for sensitivity analysis. In local sensitivity analysis or one-at-a-
time sensitivity analysis, values of one parameter at a time are
varied while keeping all others stable. This is often used for
landscape evolution models because of the long run times in-
volved (e.g. Claessens et al., 2005; Keijsers et al., 2011; Schoorl
et al., 2014). In global sensitivity analysis, all parameters are
changed simultaneously (e.g. Saltelli et al., 2000). This delivers
more complete information about parameter impact. Given the
expected complexity and non-linearity of soilscape dynamics, a
global rather than a local sensitivity analysis was performed.

Because of the long model runtime, we used the global
screening method proposed by Morris (1991), because it requires
relatively few simulations to perform a global sensitivity analysis.
Morris (1991) proposed conducting individually randomized ex-
periments that evaluate the elementary effects (relative output
differences) of changing one parameter at a time. Each input may
assume a discrete number of values, called levels, that are ran-
domly selected within an allocated range of variation for the
parameter. For each parameter, two sensitivity measures are pro-
posed: (1) the absolute value of the mean of the elementary effects
(μ*), which estimates the overall effect of the parameter on a given
output; and (2) the standard deviation of the effects (s), which
estimates the higher‐order characteristics of the parameter (such
as curvatures and interactions). Finally, input parameters can be
ranked in order of importance by plotting the points on a μ*�s
plane where influential parameters are farther away from the
origin and the less important parameters plot close to the origin.

The number of simulations (n) to perform in the Morris ana-
lysis is

n r k 1 24= ( + ) ( )

with r the sampling size for the search trajectory (with sa-
tisfactory results for r48) and k the number of input factors. For
this study (k¼28, r¼10), this resulted in 290 runs. Values and
probability distribution functions (pdf) of input parameters were
set based on literature, where possible, and expert knowledge. The
range of parameters, reference value and adopted distribution
functions are listed in Table 1. Model outputs recorded from all
sensitivity runs are presented in Table 3.
Table 3
Model outputs recorded from sensitivity runs.

Model output Unit Abbreviation

Total erosion kg Total_ero
Total deposition kg Total_dep
Net erosion kg Net_erosion
Sediment delivery ratio – SDR
Physical weathering kg Phys_weath
Chemical weathering kg Chem_weath
Fine clay formed kg Fclay_formed
Fine clay eluviated kg Fclay_eluv
Bioturbated mass kg Mass_bioturb
Organic matter input kg OM_input
4. Results and discussion

Results indicate that several soilscape properties simulated by
the model vary in complex ways over time (Fig. 4). Erosion from
the catchment and deposition in the catchment is especially
complex (Fig. 4A), with large and sudden increases from a mini-
mum value of both variables that increases over time. Although
this has not been exhaustively explored in other model outputs,
the increases may indicate the effect of breaking through surface
armouring and excavation of less protected sediment below it, in
parts of the catchment. Similar behaviour was found by Coulthard
and Van De Wiel (2007) in simulations with their CAESAR model.
In their case, breaking through surface armouring was indeed
found to cause this complexity. The results also concur with a
recent study by Cohen et al. (2015) who showed that armouring
promoted the development of a steady-state soil profile, while
under different conditions, for example dominant aeolian soil
production processes, spatial variability of steady-state soil pro-
files was found to be much higher.

The amounts of deposition are low, particularly when com-
pared to erosion. The number of cells with an erosion regime is
indeed much larger than the number of cells with a deposition
regime–but nonetheless about one in five cells experiences de-
position at the end of the experiment (Fig. 4B). The amounts of
erosion themselves are also low, indicating relatively successful
surface armouring–although the minimum erosion value clearly
increases over time. This increase is due to slowly decreasing grain
sizes, especially by a shift from the sand grain size class into the
smaller grain size classes through chemical weathering, and to
increasing connectivity within the landscape, as a drainage pattern
develops. Physical weathering (Fig. 4C), which affects the coarse
grain size class stronger than chemical weathering does, is less
important under the experimental conditions. This could be due
partly to the fact that the initial particle size distribution already
contains an important fraction of fine material. Physical weath-
ering would probably be more important when considering soil
formation from pure bedrock, at least during the initial stage of
the weathering process.

As chemical weathering proceeds (Fig. 4D), and increases over
time due to the increasing dominance of smaller grain sizes, the
formation and eluviation of fine clay also increase (Fig. 4E). Elu-
viation amounts are higher because eluviation is summed over the
various layers that experience the process, and therefore the same
amount of clay is counted multiple times, as it passes the various
layers. The sudden increases in the amount of eluviation indicate
increases in the number of layers, which happen almost simulta-
neously in many cells in our idealised catchment. They do not
reflect or cause increases in the eluviation rate in these layers.
Somewhat similarly, the amount of physical weathering shows
some sudden drops over time that reflect combining and therefore
a change in depth of layers (Eq. (12)). These shortcomings in cal-
culating model outputs are not simply solved by dividing by the
number of layers in every cell since layers have no uniform



Fig. 4. Timeseries of LORICA outputs.
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thickness. A better measure of fine clay eluviation, which is not
easily calculated in the current model framework but which would
solve this problem, would have units of [kg m/y] to take into ac-
count the distance that clay is transported vertically in the profile.

As a result of the overall fining of grain sizes, bulk density of the
soil drops over time (Eqs. (1) and (2)), and soils become somewhat
thicker as a result. The small amounts of erosion are not enough to
balance this effect.

Spatially, a dendritic drainage pattern develops in the experi-
mental catchment, caused by erosion (Fig. 5). Typical values for
lowering of the surface in these locations are between 0 and
0.25 m, with values of more than 1 m in a few cells. The raising of
the surface in other locations, that are very little affected by ero-
sion (interrill or intergully area), of up to 0.2 m, illustrates the
effect of bulk density decrease on the soil surface. Altitude change
patterns are not symmetrical due to the effect of small depressions
on redistribution patterns. Corresponding clay percentage in the
topsoil reflects the fact that uneroded locations lose clay from the
topsoil, whereas erosion leads to the exposure of clay-richer layers
Fig. 5. Map of altitude change in the experimental catchment, and (inset) map of
clay percentage in the top soil layer.
in the subsoil, which consequently erode easier. At the same time,
armouring leads to a larger fraction of coarse material in the top
soil layer (not shown).

Results of the sensitivity analysis are given in terms of the
ranking of the input parameters for selected output variables of
the LORICA soil-landscape model (Fig. 6). In this set of graphs, the
more important the influence of each input parameter, the further
away from the origin it plots. For most output variables, only a
limited number of input variables could be identified as important.

As expected, the advection erodibility (erok), is identified as an
important parameter in the model with respect to soil erosion (net
erosion and total_ero). Interestingly, it is not the most important
variable. With respect to the four output variables related to ero-
sion and sediment deposition: net erosion, total_dep, total_ero
and Sediment Delivery Ratio (SDR), the most important variables
include several that are related to profile formation. The para-
meters controlling the fraction of new clay formation and its depth
distribution, respectively, Claycnf and clayc10, are two important
variables for net erosion, total_dep and total_ero. This can be ex-
plained by the fact that erosion and deposition depend strongly on
the particle size distribution of the eroded material, and especially
of formation of easily erodible fine new clay. If soil formation
processes generate more fines, then more erosion and deposition
can take place compared to a coarser soil. This effects was first
observed in a modelling experiment by Sharmeen and Willgoose
(2006), who also indicated the importance of the granulometry of
weathering products in determining whether erosion increases
due to weathering (by presence of more fines), or decreases due to
weathering (by increasing armouring if weathering products are
all of the same grain size).

The balance between erosion and deposition, as expressed by
the SDR, depends mostly on the coefficient of the multiple flow
factor (erop). This fits with the expression of Eq 4 in flat land-
scapes such as the experimental catchment: lower values of erop
will cause flow to split more evenly between downstream cells,
thus lowering the potential for erosion (Eq. (5)). However, two
additional input variables, one related to the depth distribution of



Fig. 6. Global sensitivity analysis results for selected LORICA output variables, obtained using the Morris screening method.

Table 4
Summary of input parameter importance for selected LORICA output variables (only rankings from 1 to 5 are indicated for clarity). The overall relative importance of a
parameter was determined by summing the relative importances over all variables. The shaded areas indicate the importance of geomorphic parameters for geomorphic
outputs, and of soil parameters for soil outputs. The non-shaded areas provide the opposite: importance from the soil subsystem parameters to the geomorphic subsystem
outputs and vice versa.

Output variable

Net ero SDR Total_dep Total_ero Phys_weath Chem_weath Fclay_formed Fclay_eluv Mass_bioturb OM_input Overall

Parameter erop – 1 – – – – – – – – –

erom – – – – – – – – – – –

eron – – – – 2 – – – 5 –

erok 4 – – 3 – – – – – – –

erocrit – – – – – – – – 1 – –

eroc1 – – 4 – – – – – – – –

eroc2 – – – – – – – – – –

erocsel – – – – – – – – – – –

pwc3 – – – – – – – – – 1 –

pwc4 – – – – 4 1 4 4 2 – 4
pwc5 – – – – – – – – – – –

cwc6 – – – – – – – 5 5 5 –

cwc7 – 3 – – – – – – – 2 –

cwc8 – – – – 3 – – 3 – 5 –

claycnf 2 – 1 1 2 4 2 – – – 1
clayc9 – – 3 4 5 – 5 2 – – 5
clayc10 1 4 2 2 – – 3 – – 5 2
clayctr – – 5 5 – – – – – – –

clayc11 – – – – 1 – 1 1 4 – 3
biopot – – – – – – – – 3 – –

bioc12 – – – – – 3 – – – – –

carbpot 3 5 – – – – – – – 5 –

carbc13 – – – – – – – – – – –

carbfhum 5 – – – – 5 – – – 2 –

carbf14 – – – – – – – – – – –

carbf15 – 2 – – – – – – – 2 –

carbf16 – – – – – – – – – – –

carbf17 – – – – – – – – – – –
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carbon decomposition (carbc15) and one to the depth distribution
of chemical weathering rate (cwc7) are also important.

With respect to physical weathering, all three physical weath-
ering constants were identified as relatively important, with the
most important of these being the constant controlling the depth
distribution of physical weathering (pwc4). Again, some important
interactions with other processes show up within the 5 most
important parameters (Table 4). As with erosion, parameters re-
lated to fine clay dynamics are among the main parameters. These
include the parameters controlling the neoformation of clays
(claycnf), a constant controlling the depth distribution of the latter
process (clayc9), and the saturation constant or the parameter
controlling the proportion of fine clay that is eluviated during each
time step (clayc11). One chemical weathering parameter related to
the depth distribution of the process (cwc4) was also identified as
important.

For chemical weathering, none of the chemical weathering
constants come forward as influential. The main parameter here is
the physical weathering depth constant (pwc4). Probably, this is
due to the fact that chemical weathering is only important for fine
particles. As physical weathering controls the conversion from
coarse bedrock to fine soil particles, this parameter controls the
bottleneck influx of fine particles. Another surprising interaction
was found with erosion, as the slope exponent parameter (eron)
appears as the second most important parameter. Finally, the
parameter controlling the depth distribution of bioturbation rate
(bioc12) and the parameter controlling new formation of fine clay
(claycnf) appear as third and fourth parameters.

For fine clay formation, a wide range of parameters could be
identified to influence the process. First, all relevant parameters
related to fine clay dynamics are identified as expected. Interest-
ingly however, the parameter controlling the depth-dependence of
physical weathering ranks as the fourth most important (pwc4).
Where fine clay eluviation is concerned, only two parameters
appear, one controlling the amount of fine clay eluvation itself (the
saturation constant, clayc11) and the other controlling the depth-
dependence of fine clay formation (clayc9). Other important
parameters controlling clay eluviation are related to chemical
weathering, with the parameter relating to the specific area
coefficient (cwc8) and the weathering rate constant itself (cwc6)
and the depth distribution of physical weathering (pwc4).

Unexpectedly, the four most influential parameters related to
organic matter input are related to fine clay dynamics (the rate
constant of new clay formation, claycnf; the depth distribution of
new clay formation, clayc9 and clayc10; and the saturation con-
stant or proportion of fine clay that is eluviated, clayc11) and to the
depth distribution of physical weathering (pwc4).

Finally, for bioturbation the three most important parameters
are from respectively the potential bioturbation rate (biopot), as
expected. However, interactions were found with erosion and
physical weathering; the critical erosion threshold parameter
(erocrit) and the depth distribution of physical weathering (pwc4)
are ranked as the first and second most important variables re-
spectively. The latter can be understood from the biological ac-
tivity index, which is higher for finer soils. However, the former
interaction is hard to explain without further research.

Overall, when summing the importance of the different para-
meters over all the output variables (Table 4), four out of the five
most highly ranked parameters are related to fine clay dynamics
(claycnf, clayc9, clayc10 and clayc11). The other parameter is re-
lated to physical weathering (pwc4). This again stresses the im-
portance of soil texture, as grain size feeds back into nearly all
processes in LORICA. With finer soil texture, more soil can be
eroded, a greater surface area is exposed to chemical weathering,
and carbon and bioturbation processes are activated. These results
also show the importance of the vertical distribution of the
intensity of soil formation processes as clayc9, clayc10 and pwc4
all relate to the depth-distribution of respectively clay neoforma-
tion and physical weathering. The parameters claycnf and clayc11
control the rate of clay neoformation and of clay eluviation as
discussed earlier. More experimental research will therefore have
to be done on constraining not only absolute process rates but also
their vertical distribution within profiles. For the case of bio-
turbation for example, promising results seem to be generated by
combining Optically Stimulated Luminescencence and Be in-
ventories. By applying this novel technique to soils in Queensland,
Australia (Johnson et al., 2014) found a non-linear decrease of
mixing rate with increasing soil depth.

The sensitivity analysis shows a way to assess how important
interactions between soil formation and landscape evolution
processes are. Judging from the ranking of individual parameters,
soil and geomorphic parameters are about equally important in
determining soil development outputs, whereas soil parameters
(particularly those related to fine clay dynamics) are more im-
portant than geomorphic parameters in determining landscape
dynamics outputs (Table 4). Clearly, this interpretation is sensitive
to our hypothetical landscape and soil starting conditions, with
equal proportions of all size fractions, and moreover changes sig-
nificantly over time (Fig. 4). The complexity of the interaction
between soil formation and landscape evolution was already
shown in a modelling study by Sharmeen and Willgoose (2006).
With their model ARMOUR, they observed a fast change in the
grading of the surface armouring layer, but very different out-
comes depending on the dominant weathering process con-
sidered. Surprising interactions appeared between the grading of
the weathering products, that of the armouring and the resulting
soil erosion rates. This shows that the formation of a small surface
armour layer can have a drastic effect on long-term landscape
evolution and any change in weathering conditions or in surface
runoff generation, for example due to climatic variation, could
have a complex response. In a recent study by Cohen et al. (2015),
using the new model marm5D, a constant linear hillslope was
used during the simulation under the argument that soils typically
develop faster than landscapes, and that their development can
therefore be simulated on stable landscapes. This implies that
changes in soil depth dominate over changes in topography, and
there are certainly conditions where this might hold, especially in
areas of low erosion rates. However, a clear case where field ob-
servations show that this is not the case, is under agricultural land
use, where heavily truncated soils are readily observed and land-
scape evolution clearly dominates. In our case, both soil formation
and landscape evolution related parameters appear to have the
same order of magnitude importance in driving a co-evolving soil–
landscape system. It appears reasonable to expect that (tectonic,
climatic, lithologic) circumstances occur in which soils develop
faster, at approximately similar speeds, and slower than land-
scapes. It is of considerable interest to land managers and policy
makers to know which of these three possibilities occurs where. In
addition, it would be interesting to investigate how vegetation
modulates this response. At present, little quantitative research
has been done on the interaction soil–landscape-vegetation. Re-
search on the interaction between landscape evolution and vege-
tation has shown a substantial effect. Modelling vegetation evo-
lution with and without vegetation results in totally different
landscapes (Istanbulluoglu and Bras, 2005). Vice versa, erosion and
deposition have shown to exert a critical control on vegetation
organization (Saco and Moreno-De Las Heras, 2013) As soils are
paramount for vegetation establishment and different soil types
support different plant functional types, it can be expected (Die-
trich and Perron, 2006) that such results will be accentuated when
considering soil formation in these interactions. Soil-landscape
models such as LORICA, presented here, Marm5D (Cohen et al.,
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2015) or MILESD (Vanwalleghem et al., 2013), and additional field
observations to parametrize them, can help in this pursuit.
5. Conclusions

We presented LORICA, a new model that simulates the com-
bined evolution of soils and landscapes. It combines a landscape
evolution module based on the existing model LAPSUS and a soil
formation module based on MILESD. The main novelties of LORICA
compared to these models are the significantly higher number of
soil layers, the dynamic evolution of the number of layers, de-
pending on the heterogeneity of the soil profile during the simu-
lation, the vegetation and armouring feedbacks on the erosion
process and the size-selectivity of sediment transport. Exploratory
model runs for an idealized experimental catchment show that the
model can combine various soil forming processes and erosion or
deposition caused by overland flow, and that complex soil for-
mation and landscape evolution dynamics result from this com-
bination. Sensitivity analysis of the effect of parameters on various
model outputs indicated a rich interaction between soil forming
factors and the evolution of the surface. Overall, soil parameters
appeared to drive geomorphic evolution a bit more than geo-
morphic parameters did, whereas both groups of parameters ap-
peared to drive soil evolution about equally strongly. A strong
influence was found of processes controlling the generation of fine
clay particles on the erosion process. As such, landscape evolution
could be considered supply-limited, not so much by the weath-
ering of bedrock into soil but by the different soil formation pro-
cesses that seem to constitute a bottleneck for producing easily
erodible fines. Another set of dominant parameters indicate the
important depth-dependence of soil formation processes, such as
physical weathering and clay neoformation. These results, ad-
mittedly obtained from hypothetical boundary conditions, run
counter to recent arguments in literature that landscape devel-
opment is not of relevance to soil development. Further research
in different environments, and combining field and model data,
will have to show if the results presented here can be generally
observed or not.
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